








native, remembered an -kl M nasiPh vaJd 
come from n o w h m  to save his peopk. !t hrB to b k 
white man! Gradually, mmmunirntion was established. 7% 
white messiah learned the Africans' language and char b 
handful of the young ones in the community who learned 
his language and became his interpreters and allies. 

Soon after, he was followed by others, white like him, but 
more bellicose, more beastly, bellowing 0 d e ~  to the frighte- 
ned Africans, whipping them. The f m t  white man presented 
his black book, his brothers added their force. Hand in hand, 
they seized the land. The black villagers, cowed, coerced into 
submission, seized the black book and swallowed the lesson 
spat out of the sweet lips of the blue-eyed messiah: 'your 
reward h up in heaven. . ., resign yomehres to  your fate 
here on earth; for, the Lord thy God watcheth over you and 
will feed you abundantly. He has prepared and reserved a 
place for you on his right hand and shall give you life mr- 
lasting . . .'I And so the story goes: the white missionaries 
went through African communities preaching what they cal- 
led the Word. Their brothers, the professional colonizers, 
followed, seizing the land. The white man, thus established in 
Africa, grew from strength t o  strength. He was t o  make cer- 
tain concessions in his civilizing mission, but he remained 
forever sure that the mind of the black man was warped fore- 
vermore. 

An obsession with the obvious. But you may ask: why? 
For, after all, we are now free, we are, or have been wealthy, 
we wield a great deal of power on our continent. . . My 
response is: we take too much for granted, such as dig&y, 
colour, valuation, culture. Our colour, we might say, is n a  
held against us here. Our colour is our land and the land, our 
colour. We are in style, as they say. But, really, are we? And 

I 

before we dig deeper into the depths of our despair, let us 
be clear about one thing: to most of us, Truth is anathema. It 
does not tickle our fancy. It is a terrible trauma. The second 
of the two images depicted above, some might say, is untrue; 
but only a hypocrite, or a hybrid, would thus .tmm. The 

facts are there to  see, poignantly etched out in books and, 
most especially, in the memories and minds of those whose 
ancestors, generations before, suffered from an inhumanism 
worse than colonialism, and we are talking of the slaves. The 
question of colour is inextricably linked to colonialism. . . 
and slavery. . . and culture. 

Raymond Williams, the brilliant Welsh scholar, has done an 
excellent work addressing the subject of culture and some of 
the ideas expressed here are borrowed from his book, The 
L ~ r g  Revolution. Culture is "the essential relation, the true 
inteaaction, between patterns learned and created in the mind 
and patterns communicated and made active in relationships, 
m m t i o n s ,  and insti tuti~ns".~ From the very beginning, 
from Aristotle and Plato, the subject of man and his world 
has always been of interest. Culture is always a state related 
to  man, in conflict or in harmony with nature. Indeed, there 
was a time when culture meant more or less agriculture. the 
cultivation of the land and, needless to say, the notion of 
cultivation has never ceased to be implied in any discussion 
of the issue. Through the ages, evolution of the idea hac 
taken place and emphasis has shifted from the literal and 
physical, to  the symbolic and psychological, and vice-versa. 
Body and mind. The land and the intellect. Jndividual and 
society. At every level, one element has remained constanlt: 
the human being. In essence, therefore, culture cannot exist 
without Man and, since Man is not alone-even though cer- 
tain characteristics seem to point t o  a return to the roots of  
the cave-man-his existence in society now means much. Our 
interest here lies in that essential relationship between man 
and society. A society consists of people; so, we may rirlltly 
say that the way they live is their culture; the totality of their 
beliefs, code5 of conduct, techniques, all elements that art, 
necessary for existence and survival in a social setting. Will- 
iams calls it "a whole way of life, material, intellectual and 
spiritual". Besides industrial and democratic revolutions, 
'ze discusses cultural revolution as the expansion of education 



and the development of new means of communication. In 
other words, there are pcnonal and social changes in today's 
society and how can one em think of denying the nvolution 
when our Life-style has become so modernized that we now 
have visual telephone, pocket television, and w rist-w at ch 
television? 

Talk of those gadgets brings to  mind an important aspect 
o f  culture: arts and science are both essential aspects of 
culture. That fact may shock certain scientists who sit con- 
tented with the exclusivist supremacy of their profession. 
And I daresay that many in the humanities, forever asha- 
med of our inability to  prove that two and two make five, 
squat uneasily with our inferiority complex before the mind- 
boggling, mechanical monsten. I do  recall that, after finish- 
ing high-school, my "A" level French certificate in my poc- 
ket and while I was preparing to  go in search of the golden 
fleece, my father asked whether I was going t o  become a 
medical doctor. 1 did not wish t o  tell him of my inability t o  
titrate; of my diurnal dilemma when faced with dead rats in 
the laboratory; of my boredom with biology. I only hope 
that my father, who is present here today, has answered the 
question himself, satisfactorily. 

Nnw. if culture is a whole way of life, it follows tKat, not - .-.., -. - ~ 

only arts and science, but also economic considerations are of 
relevance. Nineteenth century Europe learned all too soon 
that intellectual and moral concerns could not be separated 
from economics. Indeed, that economic factor has come t o  
constitute the factor determining European culture. With 
industrial revolution came the commercial enterprise called 
colonialism; while preaching the sermon to  the colonized, 
Europe set about pilfering and profaning, pirating and prosti- 
tuting, all in the name of Civilization. AU the same, it is note- 
worthy that the act differs from the idea, that the economic 
factor of cultute is still accepted as not being absolute. A 
corollary t o  that is that art and reality an complemmtary 
parts of the totality of life. Whether ordinary o r  extrmrdin- 
ary,  art cannot be dissociated from other spheres of man's 

existence. The Aesthetic Man, as Williams says, canr 
divorced from the Economic Man. Art, or creative ac 
is part of the process of culture and primary to that acrivlrxl 

as to all existence, is communication. Communicat 
community. "Since o u r  way of seeing things is literal' 
way o f  living, the process of  communication is i n  fa, 
process of community: the sharing of common mea 
and thence common activities and purposes; the ofl 
reception and comparison of new meanings, leading t 

tensions and achievements of growth and change.") 
interpretation of culture should be  based upon the 
whole, upon reality, upon ideas imbibed, borrowed. ex 
ged, modified, injected and projected. 

Up to tlus point, o u r  discussion has taken for gnn te  
element of clloice which is essential for the c~lltilral 
huum. However, we must not make that rnistakc; for, 
dom has become n privilcpe. not a right. Tlic reality a 
life is the rclcqation of  human rights to  the back of thc 
Once that nbsencc o f  frccdom is cansidered as a facto 
immediately rcalize thc  danger ant1 dilemma poscd t o  
Blacks in this universe. It need he notetl that Willi: 
analysis of culturc is patentlv euroccntrist and wc arc 
blaming him for that particulari t y .  The major usef~rlne 
his work is that it allows 11s to  expose Fi1rope.s hypo 
and inhunlanism. For. if  culture is a whole way of life, 
every community has a c ~ ~ l t ~ ~ r e .  viable, not to he vilified. 
since the characteristic of a c~ll turc is to he open. permc 
by fruitfill. spont:lneous contributions and cncliange 

within and without. Europe hat1 no right to boast 
superior culture ~ ~ h i l c  c;tstiny aspersionson otliers as infi 
anti savnec. C'omplenlcnt;~rity is the conqtant, not r~bsolul 
Europe 1,erl)ctmtcd tlir. lie: 'Africa had no cultore, and I 

then on ,  thc path was clearly p:tvctl t o  the paradise of  slal 
colonialisrn. and mcisti~. 

Africa had no  culture. A land, barren of humans 
populated byanimn/.ql needed t o  be humanized. The ens1 
was also in ncctl o f  rnillion~ of  ,ririrtra/,s for his newfound; 
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in the Caribbem a d  Americas. Thus began the trade across 
the Middle Passage. Portugal, Spain, England. . ., each endea- 
voured to save the slaves from African savagery and to offer 
them a culture. Of course, we all know the facts of the 
matter: the human cargo was to establish abroad and at 
home Europe's economic culture. We must never f0@ the 
plight of the slaves: scouring, hamstringing, branding, ear- 
clipping, burning to  death, that was the order of the day, 
e~pressedly laid out in the Code noir of 1685, in which the 
geat  Sun King himself, Louir XIV of France, showed his 
concern for the slaves and his desire to mare masten treat 
(heir human property with decorum. The code authorized 
marriage betweefi master and any slave that bore his child, 
fixed food-rations per day; yet the same code authorized 
whipping and all forms of torture. C.L.R. James;West Indian- 
writer, describes the slave's life thus: 

m e  slaves recorded the whip with more certainty and 
regularity than they recorded their food (. . .) Whipping 
was intempted order to p a s  a piece of hot wood On 

the buttocks of the victim; salt, pePPm, citmn, cinders- 
aloes, and hot ashes were pound 0" the bleedkg 
wounds. Mutilations were common, limbs, ears, and 
sometimes the private parts, to  deprive them of the 
pleasures which they could indulge in without expense. 
Their masten poured burning wax 0" their arms and 
hands and shoulden, emptied the boilkg cane wear 
over their heads, burned them alive, roasted them on 
sl, fires, faed them with gunpowder and blew them 
up with a match; buried them up the neck and 
smeared their heads with sugar that the flies might 
devour them; fastened them llear to ne"S of ants or 
wasps; made them eat their excrement, drink their 
urine, and lick the saliva of other slaves. One colonist 
was known in moments of anger to  throw himself on 
his slaves and stick his teeth into their flesh.4 

Another West Indian, Aime Cesaire, calls the whole exp 
ence, chosification, that is, making an object out of man 
body without a mind, existing, not living. It is to the cre 
of the slaves that they survived. Mawonage, the state 
rebellion, was a reality. The slave was always in search 
freedom and the San Domingo slaves had a Freedom So 
'We swear to destroy the whites and all that they poss 
let us die rather than fail to  keep this vow.""urvival w a  
assertion of life, and culture: creativity and continu 

An obsession with the obvious, we assert. But many wo 
like to forget that the slave trade was a pact between W 
and Black, that it was a question, not only of stealing : 
snatching, but of selling and buying. Contrary to pop1 
belief that communal Africa was celestially innocent, mor: 
tic and not materialistic, the fact is that African material 
and inhumanism aided and abetted the Trade. Ninetee111 
century Africa, for example, was much closer to Europe thz 
our dear anthropologists would have us believe: the trac 
influenced cultures, and quite a few powerful states emeweu. 
It is part of Europe's lies that would have Africa culture-less 
or culturally static. Europe's lies, but, first, Africa's shame. 
For, if we are true t o  our conscience, we must accept that --.- 
have been victimizers, not just victims, so that when 
suffer or, more importantly, see our brothers suffer, we 
be able to empathize with them, act with them to destrc 
disease that we helped cultivate. 

An obsession with the obvious. Slavery, many scho 
dairn, preceded racism which, according to that school 
t h o u a t ,  was primarily a rationalization of commerl 
imperialism. Our desire here is not to prove or disprove t 
position. The essential point is that racism, like slavery, : 
colonialism, was, and is, a reality. In a situation of freed( 
all sorts of positive possibilities exist: communication, r 
procity, progress, humanism. Unfortunately, non-freedon 
the reality. Domination is the constant. The milleniun 
here: materialism, murder for money, man evinced 
machine. . . And in the hierarchy of this humanism, Rla 
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body and bounce. . ." Unknown to us, maybe, we are still 
students of the "civilizing mission". 

Part of that missian is the sermon of universality, logically 
resultant of civilization. "Negroes are the only people in this 
world who are set apart because they are who they are, and 
at the same time told to forget who they are by the same 
people who set them apart in the fmt place."' You must 
subsume your colour in the culture and let the latter coalesce 
with the way of life of the West. The controversy about 
l a c k  culture has raged f a  quite a while and we cannot but 
address the issue here. Is there a Black culture? Our opinicn 
is, that it depends. . . When, in 1956, Black artists and writers 
met in the Sorbonne, and convened again in 1959 in Rome, 
culture was a t  the centre of conversation and, as must be 
expected, no decision was taken as to  definitions and delimi- 
tations. Subsequent convergences have still not resolved the 
divergences. If, due to our past of dispersal and depersonali- 
zation, new geographical, economic and cultural entities have 
been created, we cannot and must not forget that our ~zesent 
of desperation and despair calls for a cultural revolution 
based upon new rapports and reaffixmation of forgotten 
values, Some wish to forget the past, convinced that the 
present is everything. Frantz Fanon is, to a certain extent, 
representative of that group. However, we prefer the stand- 
point of Aim6 Cdsaire, and Jacques-Stephen Alexis who, 
whle insisting upon the national particularities of culture, 
also see the link between various contributory sources: in the 
case of Haiti, African, European, and Amerindian, with the 
fnsf as the most significant. On his part, Fanon b under- 
standably most interested in economic and political revolu- 
tion. It should be said in his defence that, in spite of his 
~cvolutionan, fervour, he knows that the colour black, a 
uymbolic creation of CiviIization, is a burden to the Black 
man. In fact, colonialism in its various forms, is part of that 
burdm. Besides, the fanonian cleavage of present from past 
is less viable given the affmity between him and the exhten- 
tialists, Sartre and Simone de Beauvoir, in particular. Also, he 

must have learnt some valuable lessons as a student of Aime 
Cesaire's in Martinique. 

Quite appropriate to  our position is the cultural nationa- 
lism of Amilcar Cahral who, in line with Alexis and Ccs 
s e a  rocicty, Black society, as bearer and creator of cult 
while empharising the need to pose cultural problems 
function of national independence. "Culture is simultaneou- 
sly the fruit of a people's history and a determinant of his- 
tory (. . .) National liberation is necessarily an act of c~ l tu re . "~  
First. freedom, then, in that new atmosphere, culture 
b l o m .  This viewpoint runs counter to that of Seng 
who af fms ,  "CllHural Iiberation is a sine qun non for po 
cal liberation."' Chbral, before his assasination. trave 
to, among other places, America where he enunciated 
solidarity with Blacks in the common struggle for decolon 
tion which, .as we have clearly stated, includes an end 
racial oppression. Such solidarity is sig~ificant ; for, the sta 
ment made by Fanon in 1952, holds true for 1984: "In 
coUectivc unconscious of homo occidentalb, the n q  
or, ifyou prefer, black colour, symbolizes disease, sin, misi 
death, war, famine. . ."I ' The collective unconscious depe 
upon a cultural imposition. Only a revolution can stem 1 

tide of White Justice, White Truth, White Virgin; and I 

tidal wave is submerging Africa, the Caribbean, America, a 
where with a community contemptuously called colour 

We stated earlier that creative activity is one of the pmc 
ses of culture. Once we are agreed that Blacks have a cultu 
or cultural communities, there is no gainsaying that Literat1 
is part of that condition. Still, several questions are rake 
what literature? what writer? what society? questions I 
essence, fcrrn and content, writer and society. . . Now, 
discuss Literature is to discuss language. "Language." dafl 
Alick West, "grew as a form of social organization. Literatu 
as art continues that growth. It lives language; it carries ( 

the social activity of which language in its very existence 
tla: creation and creator."' ' As we a f fmed  eader, Civi 
ration, that is, the West, taught us a particular lanpaap 
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of  the A111cric;ln. I lo\vcvc.r, the rnost  i ~ n l ~ o r t n ~ l t  thematic 
aspect of En?qo is not t/le castc sytenl but the link. :iss:~mni 
or rejected, between all thc prcys of the 1:uropenn predator: 
"Nigprs is n igers  all ovah tlic wul." I:i tile s:imc city of 
Marseilles live the characters of Scm1)cne's stories; thcy arc 
all "exiles forever keeping past fact5 and making a meal out 
o f  them, a nleal o f  the prcscnt. . ." To consolc themselves, 
to  ConqLler the white world in tlieir own way. tllc cuiles take 
the most direct route: they take tllc white woman. \~'liitc 
woman. the paragon of beauty, the applc of  th? negro's eyc., 
liis passport to  cartlily paradise. TIIC list of tllc odd couples 
is e l ;~ l lcss ,  \~ l~! r ie - \ r r , lc~lc$  ' , J a ~ ~ u e l i ~ l r .  1 i ~ r i ~ '  ', (;cner,ieue- 

~ ~ 1 > ~ ~ i ~ ~ "  \[nry;,m-l<;lrim28. . . V t t  e ~ c e p t i o n .  the 
nlen live out  the western mvtll: 

1 wisl1 to ncknowlcd~cd not as bl~c!: but as  i ~ l h i t ~ .  . . 

By loving me. (tlic ~vliitc wom:~n) proves t l~"  f 11iiI 

worf]ly 01. \v}lifc love. 1 ;in1 loved til,c ;I ivhitc m:lll. 1 ;Ill1 

a man. 1lt.r lovc takes tnc onto tile nohlc road 
that leads to  total realization. . . I m:trry whits c l l l tur~ ,  
white beauty, white whiteness. When my restless ha11ds 
caress those white breasts, they grasp white civilization 
and dignity and make t h e m  mine.2 

However, miscegenation, far from being a means of reacb- 
ing the mainstream, is at best a harbinger of half happiness 
attained behind closed doors. away from the public. I1!hcn 
the two solitudes are exposed t o  the realities of the outside, 
the Black realizes that he has made a mistake. At that mo- 
ment of revelation, some commit suicide; some remain in 
limbo; some take their woman and flee t o  Africa. 

Culture, we insist, is not simply learned behaviour and 
there are definitely limitations to  intercultural communica- 
tion. Even America, the 'melting pot', has particularities 
within its confines: Japanese-American, Chinese-American, 
Polish-American. . ., Afro- or  Negro-American, and Black- 
American. It is interesting that only this last group is descri- 

bed a t  any time by colour-reference: and, o f  c o m e ,  Black: 
have remained the ones most excluded from the mainstream 

Still an  obsession with the obvious. Let us return momen- 
tarily t o  the first image of our discussion. Both the unfor- 
tunate friends forced ou t  of America and those that remaini,: 

1 to  drink from the well of  material wisdom, normally have a 
choice. They can definitely go home again. Not the Black- 

! American: not the West Indian. A question of colour, and 
culture. After the Middle Passage had been crossed, romp 
did go back, to  Liberia, t o  Freetown; but those were the 
exceptions. Garveyism started, spluttered awhile, and was 
silenced. America had to be home, but it was not. Let us 
listen to  McKay: "My heart grows sick with hate, becomes 
lead,/For this my race that has no home on earth."'" The 
white man is a "tiger in the (Blacks') throat", ready t o  tear 
him t o  pieces and snatch his soul away. Laments Conrad 
Rivers, another poct: "To bc born unnoticed/, Is to be born 
black,/And left out  of  the grand adventure."" Living i n  
America is a "war"32 and the most grievous error would hi. 
to  presuppose that the enemy is moral. Such is the "black 
man's burdenv3 that. from childhood, the constraints, the 
control, the imprisonment in the ghetto of  both mind and 
matter, are real, and seeminyly ahcolutc. Countee Cr11lc11 
relates: 

Once riding in old Baltimore 
Heart-filled head-tilllctl wit11 ?lee, 
I saw a F3altimorcan 
Keep look in^ s t r a i ~ l ~ t  at me. 

Now I was ciplit and very small, 
And he wac no whit higgcr, 
And so I srniled, hrrt hc pokecl out  
His tongue, ant1 called mc, 'Nigger' 

I saw the whole of  Baltimore 
From May until December 

I Of all the things that happened there 
I 

I f iat ' s  all that I ' r ~ m e m b e r . ~ ~  
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Wonder has used his talent to  promote a culture hased 
upon a particular heritage; he has, like Davirl Diop, honed 
the hurricane for that future when it will no longer be neces- 
ary to  ask the question: "Why must my color black make 
me a lesser man?" 

Still an obsession with the obvious. In discussing culture, 
the role of Woman has often been downplayed and distorted. 
One of the achievements of slavery and colonialisni is to  
abuse Black woman and, with the help of black bourgeoisie, 
obliterate her cultural originality. The result is that, today, 
Black woman is experiencing a multiple negative or a triple 
jeopardy. She is black, woman, and poor. Thc problematic 
of black feminity has, unfortunately, become dangerously 
connected with western feminism. A question of colour, and 
culture. Black female experience and psyche, whether in 
Africa, female sexuality was not emphasized. On the contra- 
ry, it was woman's role as mother, as backbone of the family, 
is not the straight and narrow path leading to  the paradise 
of Emancipation. Man can tell the truth about that; for, 
what exactly has the West offered him as freedom? Let us 
take the common issue of sexism, which appears t o  be one 
of the focal points of today's feminism. In pre-colonial 
Africa, female sexuality was not emphasized. On the contmry 
it was woman's role as mother, as backbone of the family, 
contributory t o  the continuity of the community, often 
economically independent, that was considered essential. 
Happily, remnants of that role remain. Tn spite of his chauvi- 
ni,Fm and neocolonialist tendencies. the male has constantly 
a p p e i a t e d  those basic qualities of the female. First, the 
beauty of the black woman. 

Look upon the hlpckness of  my \uoman/and be filled 
with the delight of it/her blackness a beacon among the 
imipid/faces around h . c ~ ( ~ r o u d l ~  qllr wallr.s, a scnsuous 
black lily/swaying in the windphis daughter A : of Sheba ...I 
my woman W P R ~ F  1-1~1.  b l > ~ l - n p ~ q  1;'-c 1 r)rii.ct-) 

Hack woman, celebrated as an aspect of the dem 
tion of black as ugly: 

ythologi za- 

Ah, 
My black one 
Thou art not luminous 
Yet an altar of jewels, 
An altar of shimmerine,jewels, 
Would pale in the light 
Of Thy darkness 
Pale in the light 
Of Thy r~ightness.~ 

Black woman, militant, motivator, comrade committed t o  
the struggle against colonialism and neo-colonialism. There 
are examples galore in the works of Ngugi Wa Thion'go, 
~ e m b i n e  Ousmane, Jacques Roumain, David Riop. Diop's 
poetic collection, Coups de pilon, depicts woman as an active 
contributor to  the dynamics of existence. Woman's beauty 
is not that of a mannequin, painted and pampered and pros- 
tituted,a plaything under the thumb of the pimp. Her beauty, 
put t o  the test of time, is entrenched in the temporal. Yet, i t  
is enduring, everlasting, for the very fact that i t  is genuine, 
natural, and has survived all forms of violation. Mop, like 
other writers, insists upon the solidarity of man and woman. 
When he finds his woman, the black man finds himself. n e  
act of copulation is like a vulcano erupting, a cyclonic storm 
swelling and sweeping dl1 the sadness away. In contemplat- 
ing love, the poet uses a system of comparison and contrast, 
just as he does in analyzing the colonid experience. They, 
W t e  Europe, stand opposite us, Rlack Africa. The cold of 
winter versus the warmth of summer. Shadow a ~ a i n s t  the 
sun. Tarnished lust opposed t o  true love. And true love is 
hming, cleansing. 

Black woman my hot clamour for Africa 
My landof enigma and my fruit of reason 
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spread the religion of the master race! 
seek the sanctuary of Nilsew! 
only the poor will inherit the riches of heaven! 1 and i'm dying of hunger I 

and i'm laid low by hatred I 
and my child's dying from the chains 1 
and my sister's suffering from Misen1 
and my beastly brother's breath:qg the air of 

civilization 
black christianized civilized colonized 
vulture cooperating with 
white christian civilizing colonizing 
vultures.? 

Religion, in the African context, has always been a cons- 
tant, whether the word is derived from religare (to bind 
together), or religere (to rehearse ox perPorm carefully). A 

P 
sense of community. Solidarity. Survival. Some metaphysi- 
cal support is considered necessary. Another fact is that 
religion is inseparable from other spheres of life. That has 
always been true from the beginning of time and christianity 
cannot now change a people's most innate beliefs and 
attitudes. In the colonies, the complementarity between 
priest and public officer is natural, planned, executed. T+e 
questions are, whether or not missionaries, after realizing 
that exploitation, racism and inhumanism exist in society, 
can only disapprove of it and suffer from it: whether or not 
the church can extricate itself from the malady of colonia- I 
lism; whether or not one can at once be a good African and 
a good christian. , 

All these questions can onlv be rightly answered, all our I 
problems can only be resolved i f  we have a genuinenes3 of 
purpose and a commitment to our culture. Some writem have 
suggested that christianity needs washina;, "cleaning away all 
the dirt, leaving only the eterna~.". ';~ "he problem is that 1 

such adaptation is a sort of half-way house and, in a r h o -  1 

lution, ambiguity is a bane, not a boon. Others, like Alongo 

Beti, advocate a t o t 4  elimination of foreip religions 
anity is only one of them). That wish will remain so, for- 
ever, because culture is dynamic, ever changing, and those 
foreign religions have become a factor of our evolution. 
Indeed, the leaders of the land, clerical or civilian, agents of 
the church and mosque, continue to enumerate the positive 
contributions of their mentor while pockets of powerful 
parasites are busy pinching pennies and riding on the back of 
their prostituted paupers to their paper paradise. Christianity 
is a burden, a weight being camed confusedly. From colo- 
nialism, to  independence, to neo-colonialism, from the 
mission to the African church, the Black man has had his 
body and soul enslaved. As the psalmist asks, "How shall 
we sing the Lord's song in a strange land?" 

Still an obsession with the obvious. Religion is, today, a 
battlefield, not brotherhood; scourge of society, not salva- 
tion; fanaticism, not faith. And faith must not be an indis- 
criminate ingurgitation of ideas and icons but a positive 
attitude leaving room for action to  ameliorate man's destiny. 
Culture, we insist, must be open, in order to survive and be 
meaningful to  life. As Williams affirms: "A good living cul- 
ture is various and changing." A satisfied, perfect culture is 
no longer a culture. It would be Utopia, and we know that 
does not exist in our time, only in George Orwell's 1984. 
Even then, the omen is scary: Utopia is an economic, social, 
political, cultural trap where man exists only as a social 
animal lacking all individuality. The telescreen is ever-present, 
monitoring his every move. Indeed, Big Brother has taken 
over. Newspeak is the language of Utopia. It is the language 
of a scientifically controlled society, with no nuances of 
meaning, no poetry, no imagination. The mind is controlled 
by the word. Through Newspeak, the State controls man, 
crushes the human spirit and even sexual activity is destro- 
yed, making chastity the highest ideal. This is 1984, but we 
hope that our society will not live in a period of the fictional 
19M. We hope that we shall continue to look upon the 
elements of our d t u r c  with a view to utilizing their positive 





What do we want from one another, we blacks of the 
world'! Is it something that can only really be felt at 
the individual-subjective level? Can we really find it in 
pan-negro congresses? Is it necessary that we should be 
closer than we can get throngh the usual channels of 
student and teacher exchange, of mass media, of tech- 
nological and economic cooperation or aid? Before we 
call answer these questions, we shall have t o  know each 
other6)etter. Africa knows very little about its dias- 
pora. 
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